
Connect

*Available H2 2023.

Choose the kit to suit your needs, Duo (two connections/
modems) or Quatro* (four connections/modems), and enjoy full 
peace of mind. Each kit includes LiveU Net high-performance 
USB modems with high-gain integrated antennas. Designed 
for robust performance, LiveU Net modems offer the highest 
reliability compared to other carrier-branded USB modems. 
Equipped with LiveU's managed SIM cards, the modems 
inherently support multiple cellular carriers and have been 
successfully tested with all LiveU units.

The Quatro kit comes with the Solo Belt Pack and Y-Cables for 
greater ease of use.

Once you have the kit, you can log into the Solo Portal to choose 
your region and activate your unlimited data plans with LiveU 
Reliable Transport (LRT™) cloud subscription included.

Annual and monthly subscription options are both available. Enjoy 
high-speed internet with the LiveU managed SIM cards and Solo 
PRO bonded unit, combining multiple networks (cellular, WiFi and 
Ethernet) into one strong connection.

Stream without fear of unexpected bills! Stay focused on the live 
event, and captivate your audience for longer!

RELIABLE & HASSLE-FREE

UNLIMITED DATA AND LRT™

Solo PRO Connect gives you everything you need to make the most of your Solo PRO 
live productions. Simplify your operations with tried and tested modems together with 
unlimited data plans, LRT™ cloud subscription and LiveU managed SIM Cards.  
No need to search for a carrier or modem anymore!

Unlock the full potential
of your Solo PRO!



No need to change your SIM cards or data plan! Log in to your Solo 
Portal and select the relevant region. (Available in the EU, Norway, 
Switzerland, and UK). Use your Solo PRO device from anywhere and 
create live events from more locations than ever.

Check the availability of Solo PRO Connect in 
your country. Find out here. 

Solo PRO Connect kits (modems, cables, and data plans) are 
part of LiveU Solo’s lifetime support, letting you focus on what 
you do best – content creation.

SIMPLIFY YOUR ROAMING EXPERIENCE

END-TO-END SUPPORT

SUPPORTED COUNTRIES

LIVEU NET MODEM SPECIFICATIONS

LTE CATEGORY:   cat-12

SUPPORTED BANDS:  LTE B1, B2, B3, B4, B5, B7, B8, B9, B12,  
    B13, B18, B19, B20, B26, B28, B29, B30,  
    B32, B41, B42, B43, B46, B48, B66
    3G/4G B1, B2, B4, B5, B6, B8, B9, B19

PEAK DOWNLOAD RATE:  600 Mbps

PEAK UPLOAD RATE:  150 Mbps

SIM SIZE:   Micro SIM

HOST CONNECTIVITY:   USB 2.0
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